
Our Commitment to 
Sustainability & Carbon Management 



Furthering the company's commitment to the environment, ACE look to carbon management in a number of 

areas across the business; Smart Material Choices, Intelligent Design, Innovative Eco Solutions, Supply Chain 

& Purchasing, In house Efforts & Travel Choices and Green Spaces. 

For Innovation and Sustainability 

Carbon emissions are a major focus for developed countries in the 21st 
century. Across all of the wonderful projects Aquatic Control Engineering 
(ACE) have been involved in, the aim has always been, and always will be, to 
create a sustainable future. 

We have consciously made an effort to better the environment, taking into 
consideration not only our customers, but also the communities, our own 
employees, and ultimately the surrounding ecosystem. 

There are substantial changes occurring in the world we live in, one of the 
most influential being climate change. ACE are actively promoting green 
business to meet the everchanging needs of society. And our environment. 

It is evident that our rapidly expanding population directly correlates to the 
level of carbon emissions produced worldwide. This has resulted in volatile 
weather conditions impacting us on a daily basis, both at home and at the 
workplace. When we look at climate change from a distance we naturally 
think of hotter and dryer summers with less rainfall, however if we look 
deeper, we have much more to think about. The Arctic sea ice (pictured 
right) is declining at a rate of 13.3% every decade (1). 

This alone accounts for more unpredictable rainfall, rising sea levels and a 
severely increasing flood risk to coastal and low-lying assets. Together, we 
need to understand these current and future challenges and make them our 
priority. Images by NASA Scientific Visu alization Studio. Information sources: 2012: NASA Earth Observatory, 

2013: NASA Earth Observatory, 2016: NASA Global Climate Change. 

(1) Climate.nasa.gov. (2017). Available at: https://climate.nas a.gov/vital-signs/arctic-sea-ice/
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Smart Material Choices
ACE has always been at the forefront of innovaon, supplying the water         
industry with high quality soluons creang a low carbon footprint. In               
addion, we have focussed on sourcing materials with a low carbon             
footprint. Most notably for example, we were the first to introduce water 
flow control products manufactured out of HDPE and stainless steel to the 
UK industry, where tradionally, cast iron was used.

ImplemenngImplemenng newer innovaons brings down the TOTEX costs, especially 
when comparing the extended durability of the products and the low              
maintenance requirements closely linked to our material choices and design.

ForFor example cast iron flap valves require regular greasing whereas our HDPE 
flap valves and Wastop range do not. Corrosion is common in cast iron flap 
valves whereas this is rarely a problem for our WaStops and HDPE flap 
valves. This corrosion is also the root cause of “stuck” hinges as regularly 
seen with cast iron variees. 

HDPE Product Range
All our HDPE is virgin HDPE as unfortunately we cannot use recycled HDPE as 
the material properes are not as stable (it’s very hard to get a consistent 
quality from recycled, thus yield strengths etc vary too much for our                
requirements) but this has an upside when you look at the table in terms of 
CO2.

AnAn easy example is our 500mm flap which weighs 13kg. 1 tonne of HDPE   
creates 0.8kg CO2 thus 0.8kg divided by 1000kg * 13kg = 10g of CO2

A 500mm Cast Iron valve typically weighs 64kg and grey cast iron produces 
1.26kg of Carbon per tonne so 1.26kg/1000kg * 64kg = 80g of CO2

Thus,Thus, typically our flap valves as a product produce 8 x less CO2 than 
old-fashioned Cast-Iron valves – Furthermore, they are quicker to install,     
frequently don’t need liing equipment where cast will, and don’t require 
grout which is also bad for CO2.



INTELLIGENT DESIGN
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Intelligent Design
Archimedean Screw Pumps
The innovave design of our Archimedean pump and frame require less civil 
works in comparison to similar alternaves. The frame ensures that a very 
simple headwall design can be used, and through removing the concrete 
trough tradionally used, saves vast volumes of concrete; a material which is 
incredibly CO2 intensive.

TheThe closed drum enables the pump to pump against a head of water,        
therefore requiring a less tall structure. For example at Bells Pumping Staon 
we saved 1.24m in overall asset height; which is a lot of concrete!

The closed drum stops energy loss by avoiding leakage whilst pumping, this 
also enables the screw pump to operate at various speeds and vastly reduces 
energy consumpon.

TheThe material choice further aids carbon reducon. As the carbon foot print of 
the composite materials used to maufacture the screw and cylinder is less 
than steel.

Case Study: Appledore Pumping Soluon
Appledore operated with 2No direct drive Ruston single cylinder diesel        
engines (one engine per pump) which is not efficient and of course a serious 
generator of CO2. 

JustJust the fact we changed the pumps to electric is a big start! But ACE pumps 
are not fixed speed, they are variable speed meaning they can change speed 
to operate at beer efficiency points as water levels change. The old pumps 
operated at only one speed thus frequently outside of their most efficient 
point.

ACEACE have gone further sll, ulising cu ng edge permanent magnet motors, 
rather than tradional inducon motors, they are more efficient especially 
when operated at variable speeds.



Intelligent Design 

Water Transfer Siphon 
ACE supplied a water transfer siphon which can be primed using a small 

petrol driven pump. Once the siphon is primed, the upstream and 

downstream valves can be opened and the water is then transferred up and 

over the reservoir dam, using gravity alone saving over 99.9% of the energy 

required to pump. 

The siphon passes over lm3/sec when it's running and only requires around 

10m3 of water to be pumped into it for priming purposes. 

Case Study: Bretton Siphon 
Bretton reservoir in the Yorkshire Sculpture park underwent a major 

refurbishment. As part of the Reservoir Act, a draw down system was 

required to enable the reservoir level to be drawn down to expose the 

spillway and other structures for inspection and maintenance purposes. 

The only means of drawing these levels down, before our siphon 

installation, would be through pumping, requiring mobile diesel pumps to 

be brought in to pump the reservoir levels down. 
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Innovative Eco Solutions
Case Study: Kinlochleven hydro Power Staon
Kinlochleven operated in the Victorian mes with one main dam, and three 
smaller dams. The smaller dams would only provide water to the turbines 
during rainfall when the burns were in spate, with the main dam providing 
water constantly but with the flow throled when the smaller burns could be 
used. 

TheThe Victorians had brilliant technology to keep the smaller dams in operaon 
but it required the permanent presence of an operator. With labour rates 
ever rising it was not economically viable to keep a manned presence at the 
valves on the small dams and they were mothballed. 

For around 60 years only the main dam provided the water however, to 
ensure the water would not run out, the power staon reduced its water 
consumpon which lowered the amount of green energy being produced. 

ACEACE worked with the client to provide automated penstocks and automated 
debris screens, which would regulate the water flowing from the small dams 
and prevent people from cleaning the screens, bringing them back on-line. 

This has ensured that the hydro power staon can produce even more green 
CO2 neutral power today than ever before; even when the Victorians were 
operang it, as the efficiencies of automated systems are higher than the 
“semi-automac” ones of the past.
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Innovative Eco Solutions
Windmill Pumping Soluons
The EA own electric land drainage pumps in the south east. The pumps are 
sized to deal with the worst case scenario which occurs or can occur during a 
flood event. To reduce the energy intensive stop start behaviours of the 
pump and the inefficiency of the system during low volume pumping, a     
windmill pump was installed.

TheThe windmill pumps enough to keep the water levels down during normal 
flows and means the water is being pumped with zero Co2 emissions most of 
the me, whilst maintaining a solid defence in the form of a large capacity 
electrical pump for me of heavy rainfall and severe weather. It also means 
reduced wear and tear of the main pump which increases its longevity           
resulng in further carbon savings.

CB Greenbox
The high specificaon innovave design of CB Greenbox allows control and 
the ability to monitor water levels via a computer. The compact design 
means that everything fits within a manageable, self contained, low visual 
impact box. Due to a low weight of only 13kg, installaon is very easy.

TheThe product is extremely sustainable. All the on board baeries are charged 
by a small solar panel, meaning no power is required on site. With no power 
needed on site no unsightly kiosks or elevated solar panels are required.        
All data from the box is sent via exisng mobile phone network. The                        
CB Greenbox is so effecve it negates the need for manual visits. This saves 
me, money and encourages a safer working environment.



Innovative Eco Solutions 

Berky Electric Weed Boat 

Based on the progress of their prototype weed-boat ( currently being tested) 

Berky have received a high six figure grant from a local government body for 

further development of the use of renewable energy for powering their 

machinery. The aim is maximizing the reduction of carbon and reducing the 

risk of pollution without compromising the suitability of the machine for 

which it is built. 

By using electric power it may well be possible to eliminate or reduce the use 

of hydrau lie oil which will also eliminate the related pollution risk in case of 

leakage or a burst pipe. Also, as hydraulic oil loses its properties over time it 

needs to be filtered and eventually replaced. 

This R&D will be carried out in collaboration with local universities. Going 

forward Berky is also aiming for their weed-harvesters to be powered by 

renewable energy. 

This development will revolutionise waterway maintenance machinery and 

can help achieve net zero carbon for DEFRA's / the Environment Agency 

operations and supply chains by 2030. 

• • SustainabilitY, 
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Innovative Eco Solutions
VAKI Riverwatcher
VAKI Riverwatcher is a range of fish monitoring technology, providing the              
ulmate recording and verificaon of fish migraon. Where other counters 
and cameras offer limitaons in results or, require unworkable man-hours in 
verificaon of results, the Vaki surpasses all expectaons.

WithWith the VAKI Riverwatcher, only triggered acons are recorded and can be 
viewed on a portal from anywhere in the world. 

Monitoring fish species can indicate where acons are required to maintain 
a healthy eco system. A healthy eco system is of course also a community 
benefit, especially now that increasing numbers of people have an acve       
interest in sustainability and biodiversity.

ACE Fish and Eel Passes
For over the 25 years of ACE’s lifeme, we have been involved in supplying 
assets for flood defences. Although these flood defences are a vitally            
important part of our naonal infrastructure, protecng people, property 
and arable land they can unfortunately have a negave impact on the fauna 
in our watercourses. 

FishFish and eels need to migrate to carry out their life cycle, ACE have therefore 
developed a wide range of fish and eel passes to provide soluons to enable 
our fauna to migrate past these vital assets. We work hard to design bespoke 
passes using sustainable materials that promote natural migraon without 
compromising the flood defence structure. 
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Supply Chain & Purchasing
ACE are commied to not only delivering value for money, quality and         
sustainable products and services but also ensuring our supply chain provide 
environmentally friendly products and services.
 
We ask specific supply chain quesons relang to both their products and 
the materials they provide and whether or not they are working towards      
reducing carbon and carbon offse ng for their business operaons. 

WeWe strive to work with local suppliers and UK suppliers for ACE material 
choices rather than from other countries. Therefore, we review our supply 
chain on both it’s locality to ACE HQ and its locality to the site and project 
works being completed. We ulise our CRM system to provide a report 
which is reviewed with our Environmental KPIs on a quarterly review. 
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In House Efforts
Employees uphold our 8 core INSPIRES values and promote these where we 
can.

Innovaon - Promote forward thinking and improvement
Nature - Do no harm, and to promote conservaon
Safety - Work safely, protecng both people and their environment
Passion - Work with enthusiasm, going the extra mile
Integrity - Sck to our promises, even when challenging
RespectRespect - Show respect to people and places
Empowerment - Allow open exchange of ideas, give ownership
Sustainability - Connual environmental, praccal and financial strength

In addion to this, we acvely promote and implement our Reduce – Reuse 
– Recycle – Think procedure.

2

ACE employees are always looking and striving for new ways to aid in our 
carbon reducon efforts. For example all compostable materials from         
employees and the company as a whole are disposed of in our on site        
composng area. We recently did an exercise with a local school collecng       
bole tops for them to use in artwork as opposed to going into landfill. 

TheThe ACE CO  Reducon Log is updated almost daily with new ways our team 
are reducing our carbon footprint. Examples are car sharing, recycling waste 
materials and tele conferences. 

ACE employees log their carbon reducon iniaves, these are shared with 
all and an annual environmental award is linked to this.
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Travel
We are connually aiming to reduce our carbon emissions produced from 
the company vehicle fleet. We connue to look to further lower the average 
emission of our car fleet in combinaon with increased fuel efficiency. The 
promising advancements of electric and hybrid vehicles will further aid our 
efforts to reduce carbon emissions and ACE have invested in both a Hybrid 
company vehicle and an Electric company vehicle for two regional sales    
managers who would usually do over 6,000 miles per year.  We have               
installedinstalled an electric charging facility at ACE HQ to encourage our customers 
to use when vising our facilies. 

Moreover, when we need to travel long distances, we encourage travel by 
train and by bicycle for short distances. All transport within ACE is monitored 
by our Environmental Manager. Year on year, more and more miles are      
completed using public transport rather than company vehicles.

In absolute terms, the picture is clear. Worldwide, road users account for 
about 71% of transport CO2 emissions, with railway companies making up 
less than 1.8%, next to 12.3% for aviaon and 14.3% for shipping, according 
to the Internaonal Energy Agency and Internaonal Union of Railways.

WeWe increasingly organise tele-conferences to addionally reduce our vehicle 
carbon emissions. This has included sales webinars and online training both 
internally and externally, including reduced training from partners in the EU 
to now be online only. This is not only environmentally friendly but also a 
more efficient and safe way of working with travel reducon. 
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Water, Waste & Paper
ACE acvely look at the use of water and paper on an annual basis. We       
propose a 3% in reducon in water and paper use per FTE employee and      
reflect this within the HSEQ KPIs 

ACEACE have a Waste Management Strategy which shows the framework for all 
waste management within ACE. Due to the diverse nature of acvies within 
the company, a wide variety of waste is produced and collected therefore 
ACE are commied to reducing the amount of waste produced and goes to 
landfill. 

ACE’s approach to waste have the following hierarchy:
                    Reduce, Reuse, Recycle 
                    THINK                    THINK
                    Safe Waste Disposal 
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Green Spaces
Green spaces are becoming even more important in modern day society. The 
benefits stretch far further than just an environment for our wildlife to 
thrive. Green spaces absorb carbon and in turn generate oxygen and are     
extrememly benficial to our mental health.

AtAt ACE we have implemented our wildlife landscape plan to further reduce 
our carbon footprint. Included in our plan is the planng of new trees and 
bushes around our site. An addional office has been built with a sedum 
roof, two wildlife ponds have been created with life now starng to thrive. 
Wildflower borders have been planted at the edge of our walkways.
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